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FOREWORD

In accordance with the NASA Space Act of 1958 the MSFC has provided for the widest practicable and appropriate dissemination of information concerning its activities and the results thereof.

Since July 1, 1960, when the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center was organized, the reporting of scientific and engineering information has been considered a prime responsibility of the Center. Our credo has been that "research and development work is valuable, but only if its results can be communicated and made understandable to others."

The N number shown for the reports listed are assigned by the NASA Scientific and Technical Information Facility, Baltimore, Maryland, indicating that the material is unclassified and unlimited and is available for public use. These publications can be purchased from the National Technical Information Service, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia 22161. The N number should be cited when ordering.
GEORGE C. MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama
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Place, Route in 2-Dimensions (PR2D) is a standard cell automatic layout computer program for generating Large Scale Integrated/Metal Oxide Semiconductor (LSI/MOS) arrays. It is one of the components in the NASA/MSFC Computer Aided Design and Test system (CADAT). The program has been utilized successfully for a number of years in both Government and private sectors but until now had been undocumented. This material describes the compilation, loading, and execution of the program on a Sigma V CP-V operating system located at the NASA/MSFC Electronics and Control Facility. This material is also intended to aid in the conversion and running of the program on other data processing systems.

TM-78186** August 1978

A detailed cost analysis/cost improvement study has been performed on two Department of Energy/National Aeronautics and Space Administration Operational Test Sites to determine actual costs and potential cost improvements of new and retrofit hot-air type solar assisted heating and hot water systems for single family sized structures. This analysis concentrates on the “first-cost” of a system which includes procurement, installation, and integration of a solar assisted heating and hot water system on a new or retrofit basis; it also provides several cost projections which can be used as inputs to payback analyses, depending upon the degree of optimism or future improvements assumed. Cost definitions were developed for five categories of cost, and preliminary estimates were developed for each. The costing methodology, approach, and results together with several candidate low cost designs are described.

TM-78187 August 1978
SRB Materials and Processes Assessment from Laboratory and Ocean Environmental Tests. Prepared from information furnished by Materials and Processes Laboratory and Electronics and Control Laboratory. N78-30165

The Materials and Processes Laboratory at the Marshall Space Flight Center recognized early in the Shuttle Program that material performance on a long-term basis would be critical to the success of the Shuttle and its goal of reusable components. The laboratory instituted, in-house, a comprehensive series of materials tests simulating exposure of the refurbishable components of the propulsion system to expected flight and marine environments. These tests were subsequently expanded to include ocean environment exposure of these laboratory type samples. An Integrated Test Bed of 3.048 m (10 ft) diameter by 2.438 m (8 ft) high was also fabricated in support of this program. The Integrated Test Bed allowed large scale evaluation of principal manufacturing, insulating, cleaning and refurbishment methods.

This report gives the results and an assessment of the series of ocean environment tests that were conducted at Panama City and Kennedy Space Center, Florida, during the Spring and Summers of 1976 and 1977.

TM-78192 September 1978

**See notation page 15.
This document describes a computer program that checks for correctness with the output of the PRF (Place-Route-Fold) against the net list input to the PRF program. Also included are a description of the computer program and an example computer run.

TM-78193 August 1978

An Induced Environment Contamination Monitor for the Space Shuttle. Edited by Edgar R. Miller and Rudolf Decher, Space Sciences Laboratory. N78-32172

The Induced Environment Contamination Monitor (IECM) is a set of ten instruments integrated into a self-contained unit. The IECM is scheduled to fly as part of the Demonstration Flight Instrumentation (DFI) on Shuttle Orbital Flight Tests (OFT) I through 6 and on Spacelabs 1 and 2 as part of the Verification Flight Instrumentation (VFI).

NASA began strong manned mission contamination control efforts for the Skylab mission and, recognizing the possible limiting effects induced contamination might have on sophisticated observational programs planned for the 1980's, committed to an effort to insure that the induced environment would not be a problem.

The purpose of the IECM is to measure the actual environment to determine whether the strict controls placed on the Shuttle system have solved the contamination problem. The IECM will operate during prelaunch, ascent, on-orbit, descent, and postlanding. The on-orbit measurements are molecular return flux, background spectral intensity, molecular deposition, and optical surface effects. During the other mission phases dew point, humidity, aerosol content, and trace gas will be measured as well as optical surface effects and molecular deposition. These measurements will be made with ten separate instruments: Humidity Monitor, Dew Point Hygrometer, Air Sampler, Cascade Impactor, Passive Sample Array, Optical Effects Module, Temperature-Controlled Quartz Crystal Microbalance, Cryogenic Quartz Crystal Microbalance, Camera/Photometer, and Mass Spectrometer. Each instrument is described in detail.

The IECM systems and thermal design are discussed. Preflight and ground operations are presented together with associated ground support equipment. Finally, flight operations and data reduction plans are given.

TM-78194 September 1978

The MSFC Silicon Gate Silicon-On-Sapphire Standard Cell Library. Electronics and Control Laboratory. N79-79569

This document is a pictorial representation of the MSFC Silicon-On-Sapphire Standard Cell Library. The cells are intended to be used with the PR2D (Place, Route in 2 Dimensions) Automatic Layout Computer Program.

TM-78195 June 1977


An experimental investigation (SA21F, TWT 645) was conducted in the MSFC 14-inch TWT to study the roll characteristics of a 0.00548 scale model of the 146-inch Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster. The primary objective of the test was to obtain improved and more accurate rolling moment data on the Solid Rocket Booster by utilizing a sensitive single component roll balance (No. 247). This data will hopefully be useful in determining roll characteristics of the SRB with protuberances consisting of ring stiffeners, separation motors, actuator supports, hold-down posts, and cable systems tunnel.
Data were obtained for a single nose-mounted sting. The angle of attack range consisted of angles from 150° to 190°; roll angles consisted of angles from 0° to 337½° in increments of 22½°; and Mach numbers were 1.46, 1.96, 2.74 and 3.48.

The Department of Energy of the United States of America has initiated a vigorous effort to develop and demonstrate practical uses of solar energy to heat and cool buildings, to process agricultural products, and to provide thermal and electrical energy for industry. One significant part of this effort is the research, development, and demonstration of Rankine cycle machines using fluids heated by solar energy rather than by coal, petroleum, natural gas, or nuclear fuels.

This report describes the AVE VII Experiment and presents tabulated rawinsonde data at 25-mb intervals from the surface to 25 mb for the 24 stations participating in the experiment. Soundings were taken between 0000 GMT May 2 and 1200 GMT May 3, 1978. The methods of data processing and the accuracy are briefly discussed. Selected synoptic charts prepared from the data are presented as well as an example of contact data. A tabulation of adverse weather events that occurred during the AVE VII period, including freezing temperatures, snow, tornadoes, damaging winds, and flooding, is presented.

A brief description is presented of each of the 13 experiments selected to fly aboard Spacelab 2. The experiments were selected in response to an Announcement of Opportunity issued by NASA Headquarters for the second Spacelab mission.

A description of the Sun Chaser hardware and its operation together with results is presented.

This report presents a discussion of photolithography including the wafer carriers, photoresist coater, pre-bake station, mask aligner, photoresist developer, hard bake, and inspection.
Inconel 718 and Incoloy 903 are nickel base, heat resistant alloys that are used extensively for welded Shuttle engine components. The welding associated with these components has revealed solidification cracking characteristics at weld termination points known as “crater cracking.” These crater cracks, if not detected and removed, may cause costly component failure. To better understand this characteristic, welding termination techniques were studied and methods developed to eliminate crater cracks. It was determined that weld termination solidification cracking can be eliminated by controlled decrease of welding current, welding voltage, wire feed, and travel speed.

TM-78202 October 1978

This report describes a large scale microelectronic Computer Aided Design and Test system referred to as CADAT. CADAT consists of a number of computer programs written in FORTRAN that provide the capability to simulate, lay out, analyze, and create the artwork for large scale microelectronics. The function of each software component of the system is described with references to specific documentation for each software component.

TM-78203 October 1978

This document presents formal NASA technical reports, papers published in technical journals, and presentations by MSFC personnel in FY 78. It also includes papers of MSFC contractors.

After being announced in STAR, all of the NASA series reports may be obtained from the National Technical Information Service, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22161.

The information in this report will be of value to the scientific and engineering community in determining what information has been published and what is available.

TM-78204* December 1978

This report describes static tests and evaluation of nonmetallic materials proposed for use in parachutes for recovery of Solid Rocket Boosters used in the Space Shuttle program. Literature survey and manufacturer and vendor contacts led to the choice of nylon as the fabric most capable of withstanding the extreme loads and environmental conditions during repeated use. The material tests included rupture strength, elongation, abrasion resistance, shrinkage, environmental exposure, and degradation levels. Rinsing and drying procedures were also investigated and a salt-free level for nylon recommended in preparation for reuse. In all possible cases, worst-case conditions were used (e.g., inflation loads, seawater exposure for 3 days per drop-recovery, etc.). From these tests the number of parachute drop-recoveries and reuse cycles may be projected.

Dynamic conditions such as drop tests are being performed by other elements of the Marshall Space Flight Center in conjunction with the Air Force and are still in progress.

Thin films of FeSi₂ and FeSe were studied Mossbauer spectroscopically. Information regarding dangling bond configuration and nature of crystal structure in thin films has been derived. A significant influence of crystalline aluminum substrate on film structure has been observed.


The final report on the MSFC hot air collector consists of the description of the collector, history of development, a history of the materials development and a program summary.

It is well known that one of the major obstacles in widespread application of solar energy is the initial cost of the system required for the utilization of this energy. The major portion of the solar energy system cost is the collector. Since the collector is the "heart" of the system and the most costly subsystem, reducing the cost of producing collectors in large quantities is a major goal. This solar collector is designed for economy and simplicity. In summary, the purpose of this invention is to heat air and/or water cheaply and efficiently through the use of solar energy.


A number of NASA sponsored summer studies and independent university efforts indicated the possibility that large space system material delivery and construction from lunar sources may be of a potential economic and environmental advantage. Presently this potential is under investigation to provide NASA with supplemental information required to arrive at optimum large space system options and programs, for the time period around the turn of the century. This report attempts to provide pertinent and readily usable information on the extraterrestrial processing of materials and manufacturing of components and elements of these planned large space systems from preprocessed lunar materials which are made available at a processing and manufacturing site in space.


A series of operational tests was performed in March 1977, on the Joy longwall shearer located at the Bureau of Mines in Bructon, Pennsylvania. The purpose of these
tests was to determine the transfer function and operational characteristics of the system. These characteristics will be used to generate a simulation model of the longwall shearer used in the development of the closed-loop vertical control system.

An Experiment to Verify that the Weak Interactions Satisfy the Strong Equivalence Principle. Peter B. Eby. Space Sciences Laboratory. N79-13830

This report proposes the construction of a clock based on the beta decay process to test for any violations by the weak interaction of the strong equivalence principle. The basic idea is to determine whether the weak interaction coupling constant $\beta$ is spatially constant or whether it is a function of gravitational potential $U$. The clock will be constructed by simply counting the beta disintegrations of some suitable source. The total number of counts will be taken as a measure of elapsed time. The accuracy of the clock will be limited by the statistical fluctuations in the number of counts $N$, which is equal to $\sqrt{N}$. Thus, to obtain an accuracy of 1 part in $10^8$ one needs a total number of counts of $10^{12}$, feasible number to actually measure in a few weeks' time. Increasing $N$ gives a corresponding increase in accuracy. It is proposed to use a source based on the electron capture process so as to avoid low energy electron discrimination problems. Solid state and gaseous detectors are being considered. While the accuracy of this type of beta decay clock is much less than clocks based on the electromagnetic interaction; there is a corresponding lack of knowledge of the behavior of $\beta$ as a function of gravitational potential. No predictions from nonmetric theories as to variations in $\beta$ are available as yet, but they may occur at the $U/C^2$ level.


This document describes the three axis low-g accelerometer package designed for use on the Space Processing Application Rocket (SPAR) Program. The package consists of the following major sections: (1) three Kearfott model 2412 accelerometers mounted in an orthogonal triad configuration on a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TM-78209</th>
<th>November 1978</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The deviations in buffer pH and conductivity which occur near the electrode membranes in continuous-flow electrophoresis were studied in the Beckman charged particle electrophoresis system and the Hannig FF-5 preparative electrophoresis instrument. The nature of the membranes separating the electrode compartments from the electrophoresis chamber, the electric field strength, and the flow rate of electrophoresis buffer were all found to influence the formation of the pH and conductivity gradients. Variations in electrode buffer flow rate and the time of electrophoresis were less important. The results obtained supported the hypothesis that a combination of Donnan membrane effects and the differing ionic mobilities in the electrophoresis buffer was responsible for the formation of the gradients. The significance of the results for the design and stable operation of continuous-flow electrophoresis apparatus is discussed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TM-78210</th>
<th>November 1978</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The deviations in buffer pH and conductivity which occur near the electrode membranes in continuous-flow electrophoresis were studied in the Beckman charged particle electrophoresis system and the Hannig FF-5 preparative electrophoresis instrument. The nature of the membranes separating the electrode compartments from the electrophoresis chamber, the electric field strength, and the flow rate of electrophoresis buffer were all found to influence the formation of the pH and conductivity gradients. Variations in electrode buffer flow rate and the time of electrophoresis were less important. The results obtained supported the hypothesis that a combination of Donnan membrane effects and the differing ionic mobilities in the electrophoresis buffer was responsible for the formation of the gradients. The significance of the results for the design and stable operation of continuous-flow electrophoresis apparatus is discussed.
temperature controlled, thermally isolated cube, (2) the accelerometer servoelectronics (printed circuit cards PC-6 through PC-12), and (3) the signal conditioner (printed circuit cards PC-15 and PC-16).

The measurement range is 0±0.031 g with a quantization of $1.1 \times 10^{-7}$ g. The package has been flown successfully on six SPAR launches with the Black Brant booster. These flights provide approximately 300 s of free fall or zero-g environment.

In September 1977, MSFC published a report entitled "25 kW Power Module Preliminary Definition," which depicted a proposed baseline system. Since then, analyses and trades have been performed to improve the original baseline. This report describes a suggested new baseline that incorporates modifications to the September 1977 system.

Measurements have been made of the acoustic fields and levitation forces produced along the axis of a single-axis resonance system. The system consisted of a St. Clair generator and a planar reflector. The levitation force was measured for bodies of various sizes and geometries (i.e., spheres, cylinders, and discs). The force was found to be roughly proportional to the volume of the body until the characteristic body radius reaches $\sim 2/k$ (k = wave number).

The acoustic pressures along the axis were modeled using Huygens' principle and a method of imaging to approximate multiple reflections. The modeled pressures were found to be in reasonable agreement with those measured with a calibrated microphone.
This report presents a discussion of the power processor for an electrical power system for a 25-kW Power Module that could support the Space Shuttle program during the 1980's and 1990's and which could be a stepping stone to future large space power systems. Trades that led to the selection of a microprocessor-controlled power processor are briefly discussed. Emphasis is given to the power processing equipment that uses a microprocessor to provide versatility that allows multiple use and to provide for future growth by reprogramming output voltage to a higher level (to 120 V from 30 V). Efficiency data from a breadboard programmable power processor are presented, and component selection and design considerations are also discussed.


The purpose of this experimental research was to compare Marshall Space Flight Center's electrets with Thiokol's fixed flow air samplers during the Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster Demonstration Model-3 static test firing on October 19, 1978, at Thiokol's desert static test site near Brigham City, Utah.

The measurement of rocket exhaust effluents by Thiokol's samplers and MSFC's electrets indicated that the firing of the Solid Rocket Booster had no significant effect on the quality of the air sampled. The highest measurement by Thiokol's samplers was obtained at Plant 3 (site 11) approximately 8 km at a 113-degree heading from the static test stand.

At sites 11, 12, and 5, Thiokol's fixed flow air samplers measured 0.0048, 0.00016, and 0.00012 mg/m³ of Cl. These measurements converted to 0.0016, 0.0008, and 0.0004 ppm, or an average of 0.0009 ppm. Alongside the fixed flow measurements, the electret counts from X-ray spectroscopy were 685, 894, and 719 counts. After background corrections, the counts were 334, 543, and 368, or an average of 415 counts. An additional electret, E20, which was the only measurement device at a site approximately 20 km northeast from the test site where no power was available, obtained 901 counts. After background correction, the count was 550. Equating the average counts of 415 from the electret and 0.0009 ppm from Thiokol's samplers, the 550 counts convert to 0.0011 ppm. Again, there was no measurement of significant rocket exhaust effluents at the test site.

Electrets can be used to obtain measurements in areas where no power is available. Consequently, the electret is a valuable complementary instrument for measuring rocket exhaust effluents in areas where other measuring devices may not be able to assess the contaminants.

Descriptions of Space Processing Applications Rocket (SPAR) Experiments. Edited by R. J. Naumann. Space Sciences Laboratory. N79-16888

This report presents experiment descriptions for all of the Space Processing Applications Rocket experiments, including those flown on previous Space Processing Applications Rocket flights as well as those under development for future flights. The descriptions summarize the experiment objective, rationale, approach, and results or anticipated results.

This report presents a summary of the final results of Contract NAS8-32253 with the Calmac Manufacturing Corporation of Englewood, New Jersey, for the additional development work on their existing rubber tube solar collector and solar operated pump for use with solar heating and cooling systems. It discusses the intended use of the final report, describes the development hardware, lists deliverable end items, deals with problems encountered during fabrication and testing, and includes certification statements of performance.

This report shows that the products developed are marketable and suitable for public use, with limitations.

TM-78220 February 1979
Propellant Grain Dynamics in Aft Attach Ring of Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster. V. Verderaime. Systems Dynamics Laboratory. N79-20263

This report presents an analytical technique for implementing simultaneously the temperature, dynamic strain, real modulus, and frequency properties of solid propellant in an unsymmetrical vibrating ring mode. All dynamic parameters and sources are defined for a free vibrating ring-grain structure with initial displacement and related to a forced vibrating system to determine the change in real modulus. Propellant test data application is discussed.

The technique was developed to determine the aft attach ring stiffness of the Shuttle booster at lift-off.

TM-78221 January 1979

This report presents the results of a study to determine the degree to which the ductility and tensile properties of peaked welds could be enhanced by removing the reinforcing bead and fairing the weld nugget into the adjacent parent metal. The study employed 2219-T87 aluminum alloy plate, tungsten inert gas (TIG) welding, and 2319 filler wire.

The study concluded that significant improvements in peak weld, ultimate strength, and ductility can be obtained through removal and fairing of the weld reinforcing bead. The specimens so treated and tested in this program exhibited ultimate strength improvements of 2 to 3 percent for peak angles of 5.8 to 10 degrees.
and 10 to 22 percent for welds with peak angles of 11.7 to 16.9 degrees. It was also determined that removal of the weld bead enhanced the ability of peaked welds to straighten when exposed to cyclic loading at stress levels above the yield strength.

TM-78222 February 1979

Line-focusing acrylic Fresnel lenses with application potential in the 200 to 370 C range were analytically and experimentally investigated. The measured solar concentration characteristics of a 1.8 by 3.7 m lens and its utilization in a solar collection mode are presented. A measured peak concentration ratio of 62 with 90 percent of the transmitted energy focused into a 5.0 cm width was achieved. A peak concentration of 59 and a 90 percent target width of 4.3 cm were analytically computed. The experimental and analytical lens transmittance was 78 percent and 86 percent, respectively. The lens was also interfaced with a nonevacuated received assembly and operated in a collection mode. With a natural oxide absorber tube coating (alpha/epsilon = 0.79/0.10), the measured collection efficiency ranged from 43 percent to 200 C to 34 percent at 260 C. Efficiency improvements to the 40 to 50 percent range can be achieved with second generation lenses and higher performance absorptive coatings.

TM-78223** March 1979

This document summarizes the final results of contract NAS8-32259 with Owens-Illinois, Toledo, Ohio, for the additional development work on their existing air-cooled solar energy collector subsystem for use with solar heating and cooling systems. It discusses the intended use of the final report, describes the deliverable end items, lists program objectives, relates how they were accomplished, deals with problems encountered during fabrication and testing, and includes a certification statement of performance.

The report shows that the products developed are marketable and suitable for public use.

TM-78224 April 1979

This report presents a discussion of ion implantation including the wafer carriers, mask aligner, hard bake, and loading from a receiving air track into a 10-7 torr vacuum and unloading onto a sending air track.

TM-78225** April 1979

The solar tracking control system ("Sun Chaser") is believed to be an improved method of tracking the Sun in all types of weather conditions. The Sun Chaser will follow the Sun from east to west in clear or cloudy weather, and reset itself to the east position after sundown in readiness for the next sunrise.

The description of the Sun Chaser hardware and its operation together with results is presented.

This report supersedes DOE/NASA TM-78199 in its entirety.

Volume one examines the effects that are produced by three registration and seven compression approaches on Landsat imagery and on results obtained from three classification approaches. The registration, compression, and classification algorithms were selected on the basis that such a group would include most of the different and commonly used approaches. The results of the investigation indicate clear-cut, cost-effective choices for registering, compressing, and classifying multispectral imagery. Volume two is a programmer's user manual containing IBM-360/75 Fortran listings of the algorithms used in the investigation.

Volume I examines the effects that are produced by three registration and seven compression approaches on Landsat imagery and on results obtained from three classification approaches. The registration, compression, and classification algorithms were selected on the basis that such a group would include most of the different and commonly used approaches. The results of the investigation indicate clear-cut, cost-effective choices for registering, compressing, and classifying multispectral imagery. Volume two is a programmer's user manual containing IBM-360/75 Fortran listings of the algorithms used in the investigation.

Tensile and compressive strain compatibility testing was performed on as-sprayed samples of the Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster external ablator material, MSA-1. Strain gages on the aluminum substrate were used to monitor strain. Strain compatibility was determined as the percent strain in the substrate at first visual evidence of MSA-1 failure. The 1/8-in. MSA-1, baselined for large areas of the SRB external skin, was characterized by a strain compatibility of 1.5 to 1.8 percent, which far exceeded the yield range of the metal substrate. Thicker MSA-1 applications (1.4 to 3/8 in.) were characterized by a lower level of strain compatibility, which appeared to be a manifestation of application limitations.

This report presents revised ground-level runway wind statistics for the Kennedy Space Center, Florida area. Crosswind, headwind, tailwind, and headwind reversal percentage frequencies are given with respect to month and hour for the Kennedy Space Center Space Shuttle runway. This document supersedes NASA TM-78181 and should be used in place of it.

The use of concentrators to improve the performance of solar arrays in deep space was
tested in a simulated deep space environment. The results of these tests are presented and discussed. Areas of discussion include cell temperature and performance in a low temperature, low illumination environment with and without concentration, concentration ratios, and theoretical analysis versus test results. Tests were conducted on a series/parallel configuration and individual cells.

TM-78231 June 1979
SRB — TPS Spray Nozzle Development for MSA-1 Application. Willibald Peter Prasthofer. Materials and Processes Laboratory. N79-28371

The Materials and Processes Laboratory of the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center has developed a new spray nozzle system for the Marshall Sprayable Ablator (MSA-1) material. In developmental work using a standard automatic spray gun, the spray jet disintegrated before impacting the workpiece and formed an undesirable overspray at the outer zone of the spray pattern. This disintegration of the spray jet was caused primarily by the radically different densities of the 10 ingredients of MSA-1 and design of the nozzle. Improperly sprayed MSA-1 has nonoptimum thermal properties and exhibits debonding of subsequently sprayed MSA-1. Prior to this development, overspray was mechanically scraped off before spraying the next band. Several different devices to suppress overspray were proposed, designed, and tested before developing a nozzle based on the convergent-divergent Laval principle. A nozzle system of this type was first described for the design of steam turbines by Carl Patrick Gustaf de Laval, a Swedish engineer. A significant departure from theory, in our design, is the divergent bell shaped chamber instead of a straight cone as described by de Laval. This MSFC-developed nozzle provided a superior spray pattern, suppressed the overspray to an acceptable level, and produced a homogeneous jet of MSA-1 that adhered well to the substrate. This development provides a substantial cost and time saving by permitting a continuous spray operation.

TM-78232 July 1979
An Evaluation of Grease Type Ball Bearing Lubricants Operating in Various Environments (Status Report No. 4). E. L. McMurtrey. Materials and Processes Laboratory. N79-27515

Because many future spacecraft or space stations will require mechanisms to operate for long periods of time in environments which are adverse to most bearing lubricants, a series of tests is continuing to evaluate 33 grease type lubricants in R-4 size bearings in five different environments for a 1-year period. Four repetitions of each test are made to provide statistical samples. These tests have also been used to select four lubricants for 5 year tests in selected environments with five repetitions of each test for statistical samples. At the present time, 85 test sets have been completed and 22 test sets are underway. Three 5-year tests have already been started in (1) continuous operation and (2) start-stop operation, with both in vacuum at ambient temperatures, and (3) continuous operation at 93.3°C. To date, in the 1 year tests, the best results in all environments have been obtained with a high viscosity index perfluoroalkylpolyether (PFPE) grease.

TM-78233 July 1979
Surface to 90 km Winds for Kennedy Space Center, Florida, and Vandenberg AFB, California. D. L. Johnson and S. C. Brown. Space Sciences Laboratory. N79-28847

This report presents bivariate normal wind statistics for a 90 degree flight azimuth, from 0 through 90 km altitude, for Kennedy Space Center, Florida, and Vandenberg AFB, California. Wind probability distributions and
statistics for any rotation of axes can be computed from the five given parameters \( \bar{u}, \bar{v}, S(u), S(v), \) and \( R(uv) \). This document supersedes NASA TMX-64771 and TMX-64897 and should be used in place of them. There is no intent to automatically change any references to the previous documents in contract scopes of work by the issuance of the 1979 revision of this document.

**TM-78234**  
July 1979  

This volume represents a comprehensive survey of the flight experiments conducted in conjunction with the United States Materials Processing in Space Program. Also included are a brief description of the conditions prevailing in an orbiting spacecraft and the research implications provided by this unique environment. The purpose of this document is to summarize what has been done and what has been learned in order to serve as a background for future experiments. It is assumed that the reader has some knowledge of the physical sciences but no background in spaceflight experimentation or in the materials sciences per se. The document is expected to serve as an introduction to the Materials Processing in Space Program for investigators in many different fields who might wish to use the unique aspects of spaceflight to further their own research efforts.

**TM-78237**  
July 1979  

As a continuing effort, the author updates his previous overview of coronal hole research results (NASA TM X-73317, July 1976) to include annotated abstracts of some 220 papers. This report stresses results for the period 1976-1978.

**TM-78238**  
September 1979  

A user’s manual is provided for program PARACH, a Fortran digital computer program operational on the Univac 1108. A description of the program and operating instructions for it are included. Program PARACH has been extensively used to study the interaction dynamics of a parachute and its payload during terminal descent. Operating instructions, required input data, program options and limitations, and output data are described. Subroutines used in this program are also listed and explained.

**TM-78239**  
July 1979  

This memorandum presents an adaptation of the Air Force ORLA method to a Space Shuttle Scenario. The Air Force designation and abbreviation style for cost equations have been retained. Those equations
having the identical definitions as applied by the Air Force retain identical abbreviations; however, their constants may have been changed to fit the Space Shuttle Scenario. The "vendor repair" cost buildup and many cost equations and methods were originated to suit requirements of this scenario which are not addressed by the Air Force publication. As with the Air Force ORLA, only those costs which discriminate between repair alternates are considered.

TM-78300. May 1979

A discussion is presented which relates to the thermal and packaging problems of space disposal of nuclear waste material. An approach is suggested which solves both of these problems with emphasis on high energy density waste material. A passive cooling concept is presented utilizing conduction rods which penetrate the inner core. Data are presented which illustrate the effectiveness of cooling rods and the limit of their capability. A computerized thermal model is discussed and developed for the cooling concept:

TM-78301 June 1979

This review provides a convenient guide to the expected characteristics of the Space Telescope Observatory for astronomers and physicists. We have tried to provide enough detail so that a professional scientist, observer or theorist, can plan how the observatory may be used to further his observing program or to test theoretical models. Further detail is available in NASA documents that are referenced throughout this report.

TM-78302 June 1978

This technical memorandum describes the Solid Rocket Booster Cost Accounting and Tracking System (SCATS) which is an automatic data processing system designed to keep a running account of the number, description, and estimated cost of Level II, III, and IV changes. Although designed specifically for the Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster Program, the ADP system can be used for any other program that has a similar structure for recording, reporting, and summing numbers and costs of changes. The program stores the alpha-numeric designators for changes, government estimated costs, proposed costs, and negotiated value in a MIRADS (Marshall Information Retrieval and Display System) format which permits rapid access, manipulation, and reporting of current change status. Output reports listing all changes, totals of each level, and totals of all levels, can be derived for any calendar interval period.

TM-78303 June 1979

This report supplements NASA TM X-73300, NASA TM X-73393, and NASA TM-78183. These reports are compilations of bibliographies from the principal investigator groups of the Apollo Telescope Mount (Skylab solar observatory facility) that gathered data from May 28, 1973, to February
8, 1974. The analysis of these data is presently under way and is expected to continue for several years.

The publications listed in this report are divided into the following categories: (1) Journal Publications, (2) Journal Publications Submitted, (3) Other Publications, (4) Presentations — National and International Meetings, and (5) Other Presentations. An author index is included together with errata for previous reports.

*Blue cover reports printed at Langley.
**DOE/NASA reports.

For 36 hours during April 1975, an Atmospheric Variability Experiment was conducted. This research effort supported an observational program in which rawinsonde data, radar data, and satellite data were collected from a network of 42 stations east of the Rocky Mountains at intervals of 3 hours. This program presents data with a high degree of time resolution over a spatially and temporally extensive network.

Reduction of the experiment data is intended primarily as a documentation of the checking and processing of the data and should be useful to prospective users. Various flow diagrams of the data processing procedures are described, and a complete summary of the formulas used in the data processing is provided. A wind computation scheme designed to extract as much detailed wind information as possible from the unique experiment data set is discussed in detail. Estimates of the accuracy of the thermodynamic and wind data are presented. Estimates of errors in the thermodynamic and wind data are given together with a discussion of how these errors affect the final processed data.

Analysis of pressure, height, and temperature on constant pressure charts at 3-hour intervals shows that large-scale features with amplitudes only half the values of commonly cited observational uncertainties exhibit space and time continuity. Examination of 3-hour tendencies of important meteorological variables indicates that they typically exceed measurement uncertainties, may often be inadequately represented by interpolation of 12-hour observations, and exhibit appreciable spatial variation. Time cross sections in the lower troposphere constructed from the 3-hour observations reveal features with scales of motion not seen by the meteorologist in routine operations (except for regional 3-hour surface maps); horizontal and temporal scales of motion encompass a major portion of the mesoscale, and vertical scales encompass variations as small as 0.3 km. The detailed wind profile data of the experiment resolve the mesoscale wind structure of the lower stratosphere consistent with the findings of other investigators.

An initial method of analysis of satellite image data is presented. It is based on the application of densitometry techniques whereby the field of density of the satellite image is correlated with the associated meteorological events. This work represents an initial attempt to analyze Synchronous Meteorological Satellite (SMS) images with the densitometry methods in the context of mesoscale phenomena.


Tropospheric flow and lower stratospheric flow as measured by 94 sequences of high-resolution Jimsphere balloon data are presented and discussed. The 70 and 24 sequential series are presented for the Kennedy Space Center, Florida, and Point Mugu, California, areas, respectively. Supplemental data, consisting of the associative temperature profiles and the surface and 200 mb synoptic maps, are also presented. The measurements are discussed relative to both the engineering and disciplinary areas. An initial subjective analysis of mesoscale features observed on some sequences is presented.

This report is concerned with the losses encountered in the propagation of CO₂ laser radiation through the atmosphere, particularly as it applies to the NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center Pulsed Laser Doppler System. As such it addresses three major areas associated with signal loss: molecular absorption, refractive index changes in a turbulent environment, and aerosol absorption and scattering. In particular, the molecular absorption coefficients of carbon dioxide, water vapor, and nitrous oxide are calculated for various laser lines in the region of 10.6 μm as a function of various pressures and temperatures. The current status in the physics of low-energy laser propagation through a turbulent atmosphere is presented together with the analysis and evaluation of the associated heterodyne signal power loss. Finally, aerosol backscatter and extinction coefficients are calculated for various aerosol distributions and the results incorporated into the signal-to-noise ratio equation for the Marshall Space Flight Center system.

Atmospheric environmental guidelines for use in wind turbine generator development are presented. The guidelines are given in the form of design criteria relative to wind speed, wind shear, turbulence, wind direction, ice and snow loading, and other climatological parameters which include rain, hail, thermal effects, abrasive and corrosive effects, and humidity. This report is not a discussion of fundamental concepts or theories, but a presentation of design criteria in an engineering format which can be directly input to wind turbine generator design computations.

A summary section in each chapter provides a range of recommended design values for a general purpose, “off-the-shelf-type” wind turbine generator which could be sited in most any region of the United States. Following these summarized design values, detailed computational procedures and working data are provided which allow the designer to establish his own design values if desired. Thus, guidelines are also provided for developing specialized wind turbine generators or for designing wind turbine generators which are to be used in a specific region of the United States.

Atmospheric environmental guidelines were utilized. By then, the satellite Landsat-I had obtained imagery of most of Europe. Using theme extraction techniques, the map was completed in draft form and portions of it displayed at the 23rd International Geographical Congress in Moscow during July 1976. Printing of the completed map was accomplished in May 1978.
A comprehensive standard land-use classification system was established in 1949. A goal of world mapping at a scale of 1:1 million was also set, but remains far from realization. The advent of satellite data makes achievement possible, but only if some compromises are made in the classification system. It is now realistic to map land resources of large areas and regions undergoing rapid change. This is especially important in developing areas of the world.

TP-1383 December 1978

This report presents the mechanical properties, including fracture toughness, and stress corrosion properties of four types of 2219-T852 aluminum alloy hand forgings. Weight of the forgings varied between 450 and 3500 lb at the time of heat treatment and dimensions exceeded the maximum covered in existing specifications. Dimensions ranged from approximately 5\% to approximately 16\% thick, 10\% to 29\% wide and 33 to 115\% long at heat treatment. The forgings were destructively tested to develop reliable mechanical property data to replace estimates employed in the design of the Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster (SRB) and to establish minimum guaranteed properties for structural refinement and for entry into specification revisions. The report summarizes data required from the forgers and from the SRB Structures contractor. Specific technical requirements for testing were defined; testing was coordinated; and results were organized, analyzed and evaluated by the Materials and Processes Laboratory of the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center.

TP-1384 December 1978

A series of parametric wind tunnel tests was conducted to provide a base for developing a simulation of afterbody/base aerodynamics for multibody/multibase rocket-powered vehicles (such as Space Shuttle) which use unheated air as the simulant in development wind tunnel tests. The tests described herein were parameterized on external configuration, nozzle internal configuration, base geometry, propulsion gas type (air, CF\textsubscript{3}, solid propellant exhausts), and freestream Mach number (0.5 to 3.5). These tests were conducted over a 4-year period in the MSFC 14-Inch Trisonic, AEDC-PWT-4T, and Ames 11-Foot wind tunnels. Presented in this report are the data and pertinent reference information necessary to perform an analysis which would lead to a simulation procedure. The type of data obtained during the tests described herein include model base, afterbody, and nozzle internal surface static pressure distributions, model chamber pressure and temperature, and freestream conditions. Also included is a brief description of simulation procedures that have been used by the Space Shuttle program.

TP-1389 January 1979

This report presents basic design values of significant wind criteria, in graphical format,
This study investigated seven aerospace firms to determine if a relationship existed among management systems, organizational climate, and organization performance. Positive relationships were found between each of these variables, but a statistically significant relationship existed only between the management system and organizational climate. The direction and amount of communication and the degree of decentralized decision-making, elements of the management system, also had a statistically significant relationship with organization performance.
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